
 

COVID-19 Operational Plan Template 

This template outlines the general COVID-19 specific policies and procedures that businesses and services must have in 
place to operate under the updated Public Health Order issued May 1, 2020. Each phase of Renew PEI Together, 
beginning May 1st, includes a further relaxation of restrictions for business allowed to operate, but still includes the 
same general principles outlined in this template. 

Name of Business:  APM Centre   Civic Address: 37 Lowther Drive, Cornwall, PE  

Owner/Manager Name: Donna Butler  Signature:  ___________________________ 

Phone:  902-628-8513 ext. 221      Email: donnabutler@apmcentre.com 

Date:  _________________________________ 

1) Social Distancing 

Measures used to 
maintain social distancing 

 
Steps taken to ensure minimal interaction of people.  (2 metres separation) 

Between employees 

Staff on site will maintain 2 meters in separation as much as reasonably 
possible. All work stations will be separated by 2 meters.  

At the start and end of each shift employees that share a work space are 
expected to sanitize the space. (Zamboni Room and Canteen) 

Employees will have access to protective equipment such as mask, gloves 
etc. as required. This will be provided by the employer.   

Hand sanitizer is located in all work station areas.  

Hand washing sinks are available to employees and they are encouraged to 
wash their hands regularly.  

Between clients 

General All areas  

All Start and end times will be staggered for the arena and gymnasium to 
ensure that only one group in the lobby area at a time. (main entrance and 
exit) APM Centre Lobby staff will control group movement through this area 
to ensure that larger groups do not crossover in this area. (Staff will be on 
site any time the building total is over 50 people)   

All building users are strongly recommended to wear a non-medical cloth 
mask while entering and exiting the building in the event physical distancing 
cannot be maintained. During physical activity they will be permitted to 
remove the mask.  

All hallways and spaces will be marked with 6 ft. spacing marks so people 
realize the distance required. These areas are marked as two way traffic 
areas and users will be moved through the location to ensure that only one 
group is in the area at one time.  

Lobby staff will be on site during times where the numbers in whole building 
are expected to be over 50 people. To ensure all groups are respecting social 
distancing.  

All garbage cans will be a no touch system.  



Signage in the building: Notice on the Front door excluding people who are 
sick or should be self-isolating, directional signage,  all two way traffic areas 
are marked and all chairs removed, wash hands signage in all the 
washrooms, facility rules are posted, signage about cleaning equipment 
expectations, coughing and sneezing etiquette.  

Number of users will be limited and if required pre-booking for all locations 
will be used.  We are hoping the number of hours open will allow for lots of 
options for clients in all areas. See user limit by location in the facility.  

All users must bring a personal water bottle that is labeled with their full 
name.  No sharing of water bottles We have no water drinking stations.  

Front Doors and Arena double doors will be marked entrance and exit one 
door for each.   

Rooms are marked with the max number for the area to assist in 
maintaining the 6ft distance.  

Common lobby Area will only be used by one group at a time. Lobby staff 
will control the groups in the Lobby area.  

Between clients 

Arena 

All clients will be encouraged to come to the facility dressed for arena 
activity only requiring a change of footwear.  Locker room will be assigned to 
the group Max 11 people when possible benches are marked with locations 
to ensure 6ft distancing and one person is in the shower area.  When the 
dressing rooms are over 11 people all participants must wear a non-medical 
mask until they put their helmet on to go on to the ice. Each room has a 
hand washing sink and bathroom and teams will provide hand sanitizer.  

Arena groups  
On the ice will be limited to 50 people including coaching staff, volunteers 
and officials. Youth will be encouraged to come dressed to the facility only 
to change into skates. Coaching staff and volunteers that entre the dressing 
room to assist in the tying of skates must wear a non-medical cloth mask. 
During this process.  
Dressing Room Group preparing to go on ice will be limited to 50 people 
including player’s volunteer’s coaches and officials.  Youth will be 
encouraged to come dressed to the facility only to change into skates. 
Coaching staff and volunteers that entre the dressing room to assist in the 
tying of skates must wear a non-medical cloth mask. 
Arena Spectators Two Groups of 50 people -Arena Stand will be divided in 
½ and every 2nd row of seating will be used. Signage to advice groups to 
maintain 6 ft. distance in seating by separating 3 seats. All spectators will be 
required to wear a non-medical mask. Entrance will be refused to those 
without mask.  

Arena Group on ice and dressing room groups.  
Entrance Group to arrive 30 minutes prior and must bin in the dressing 
room 15 minutes before ice time.  Groups will exit through fire exit at the 
end of their hallway.  No showers will be available. People using a dressing 
room will be expected to stay in the dressing room For 15 minutes until the 
next group is on the ice and spectators have left the building. (Example 
Group 1,  1:00pm to 2:00pm on the ice,  Arrival at 12:30pm to 12:45pm, 
Leaving the building 2:15pm to 2:30pm, Group 2 on the ice 2:10pm to 
3:10pm arrival 140pm to 2:55pm leaving 3:25pm to 3:55pm. All rooms will 
be cleaned and disinfected prior to next user. Lobby monitor will assist with 
turn over times for the groups.  
Arena Spectators: Arena users will use the washroom in the Arena public 



both which has a hand washing sink. Max one person per washroom or the 
lobby public washroom max 3 per washroom.  Group will entre arena once 
the on ice group goes on to the ice as directed by the user group volunteers. 
1st cohort of 50 spectators Home Team Will enter 3 min after the group is 
on the ice and move directed to the far end of the arena going into seating 
sections 4, 5 and 6. Contact tracing will be completed at the far end of the 
arena to speed up the movement through the lobby area and provide space 
for 2nd group.  This Group will wait in cars until 3 minutes has expired from 
game start time and then move to front doors.  
2nd cohort of 50 spectators Away Team enters 7 min after the ice time starts 
and will be directed to seating sections 1, 2 and 3. Contact tracing will be 
completed in the arena area to speed up movement through the lobby area. 
This group will remain in their cars until the walk way is clear from group 1.  
-All player groups will be in the dressing room or on the ice while spectators 
are moved into the arena and exited from the arena.  
- Each Spectator group will exit different hallways and exits to ensure no 
crossover of the two groups. This will be completed while the Zamboni is on 
the ice as directed by volunteers. 
-Arena Stand will be separated by rope divider on each side on walkway 
which will be closed allowing 6 feet between the two spectator groups.  

Arena Contact tracing will be done by the user group at the time of entrance 
and maintained for 30 days.   

Hand sanitizer will be placed at all entrances and in the arena seating 
sections.  

Canteen Services at this time will be closed or delivered to the stands by the 
staff. All staff completing deliveries will be wearing a non-medical mask.  

User must bring personal sports equipment to be used in the arena. The 
user should clean the equipment following use in the building. Any 
borrowed equipment will be cleaned and disinfected by user group 
following use.   

Benches and arena seats will be cleaned by the group leaving and coming to 
the area. APM staff will clean all areas daily.  

Instructors, volunteers and officials that interact with more than one group 
must ensure 6ft distancing and if at any time are less than 6ft they must 
wear a cloth non-medical mask.   

Arena Under 7 years group  

Under 7 age group:  To allow for one parent to attend with their child. We 
will run back to back hours in this operational plan.  
-We would like to split the whole building in half and put in a cross ice 
boards which divides the ice in half. One cohort enters front door and one 
cohort enters by dressing room 5  
-We would have 25 kids and 25 parents (total 50) at one end of the arena 
and same at the other end.  
-During this time we would only have the two groups in the building leaving 
time between the groups so we can allow time for the group to leave, clean 
dressing room and entre the next group. All groups will exit fire exits with 
parents.  
All parents will stay separated sitting in sections 1, 2, 3 cohort 1 and section 
4,5,6 cohort 2  
-This will work the same for Cohorts 3 and 4 
-We will mark off the facility so no parents mix with the group coming in for 
the next ice time and parents will use the washroom in the dressing room.  



Example.  
Cohort 1 (dressing Rm 3 & 4) main entrance and Cohort 2 (dressing rm 5 & 
6) Fire exit by Rm 5.  
Arrival 3:50pm  on ice 4:00pm off ice 4:50pm leave building by 5:00pm  
Clean dressing rooms 5:00pm to 5:10pm  
Cohort 3 main entrance and cohort 4 enter building 5:10 to 5:20pm on ice 
too 5:20pm  off ice at 6:10pm Exit Building by 6:20pm  
Next group moves into building starting at 5:40pm dressing rooms 1 and 2.  

Between clients 

Gymnasium 

All clients will be encouraged to come to the facility dressed for a workout/ 
sport activity only requiring a change of footwear.  Chairs in areas to change 
shoes will be located in Gymnasium. The chairs will be separated by 6ft.   

Gymnasium is marked into 3 courts. Limited to sports that can ensure 6 ft. 
social distance or minimal incidental contact. (badminton, pickle ball, 
basketball,  shooting hoops 2 to 3 people, kicking a soccer ball etc. with 2 to 
3 people all separated by 6ft. All groups will need to pre-book this space and 
start time will be staggered. To ensure social distancing. Groups will need to 
give all users names prior to booking and sign in to the facility.  

Gymnasium use exit: whenever the staggered start time with the arena is 
difficult we will use the entrance in the pop storage room or the fire exit to 
ensure social distance is maintained and no mixing of cohorts.  

Fitness Classes will take place in a 6000 sq. ft. room and class will be 
designed to ensure people work out with in their designated spaces. The 
group will be limited to the indoor gathering limits 30 total in designated 
areas. 

User must bring personal sports equipment to be used in the gym. The user 
should clean the equipment following use in the building. Any borrowed 
equipment will be cleaned and disinfected by APM Centre staff.   

Clients will be encouraged to bring a yoga mat for floor exercises. In the 
gymnasium and weight room.  Shared mats will be cleaned by user and APM 
staff.  

Elevator uses a keyed system and will be limited to one member/family 
group at a time. (to 2nd floor weight room and track) These users will be 
permitted to exit through the Lobby. 

Arena and Gym Contact tracing will be done at the time of booking so no 
group is stopping in the lobby area signing in. All last minute adjustments to 
groups will be made by email. 

Between clients 

Weight Room /Track and 
Meeting room 

Stairs to the 2nd floor would be limited to one person/family traveling in one 
direction. Holding areas at the top of stairs and bottom of the stairs would 
be marked. Lobby Staff will assist in informing people of the rule. 

All clients will be encouraged to come to the facility dressed for a workout/ 
sport activity only requiring a change of footwear.  Chairs in areas to change 
shoes will be located in board room 2nd floor and track Lobby area. These 
Chairs will be separated by 6ft.   

Weight Room all equipment will be separated to ensure 6ft distance and 
customers will be expected to social distance when moving from one piece 
to another. Walking pathways will all be marked on the floor.  
All Clients expected to clean all equipment prior to use and after use.  
Sanitization stations will be located in locations so clients can clean 
equipment with paper towel and hand sanitizer will also be available for 
personal hygiene. All members will be expected to card in to the facilities 
and guests will be limited. Those attending will be required to give a name 



and contact phone number to the staff on duty. This will ensure user 
tracking.   

Clients will be encouraged to bring a yoga mat for floor exercises. In the 
gymnasium and weight room.  Shared mats will be cleaned by user and APM 
staff.  

Fitness Coaching will be limited and if offered, 6ft physical distancing will be 
maintained or PPE (non-medical cloth mask each staff has their own mask) 
will be used for the small percentage of time that closer contact is required. 

Track 2nd floor:  will be all walking in one direction as per the time of day. 
:00 walk right inside the door, :15 walk left inside the door, :30 walk right, 
:45 walk left. Each hours of operation will be the same.  Only families will be 
allowed to walk together. This is done to ensure the working of both hips in 
a similar manner and due to the width of the track this ensures people are 
not meeting face to face. 

Elevator uses a keyed system and will be limited to one member/family 
group at a time. (to 2nd floor weight room and track) These users will be 
permitted to exit through the Lobby. 

 

Between employees and 

clients 

Staff will clean spaces respecting the same social distance rules of 6 ft. and 

all marking on the floor.  

Staff will be on site during all operating hours and checking locations for 
social distancing.  

Plexiglass installed in front of the membership counter, if not completed by 

opening a table and chair will be places in front of the counter to ensure the 

6 ft. distance can be maintained.  

We have a portable Plexiglas station that will be used by staff and clients to 
assist in social distancing.  

Staff will be on site before and after users for extra cleaning sanitizing time. 
They will follow the detailed cleaning Check list and mark all areas cleaned 
for communication among staff.  

Mask (non-medical cloth mask each staff has their own mask) will be used 
when 6ft distancing cannot be maintained and staff will wash hand several 
locations available or use hand sanitizer available in several Locations 
(gloves will be available but we will encourage hand washing) for staff 
should physical distancing not be able to be maintained.  

 
1. Gathering Limits per Area  

Area # of Individuals  Separation and Washrooms  

Gym  50 people  6000 sq feet people will maintain 6ft distance. This Group will use 
the locker room washrooms and Building Public Washrooms  
Entrance Main door Staggered start time with the arena.  
Lobby staff will control the entrance and exit of the users to be 
coordinated with the Arena users 
For group over 25 the fire exit in the gym will be used as the exit if 
groups are in the arena area. .  

2nd Floor  
 
Weight Room 1  
Weight room 2 
Walking Track 

35 total all areas 
Max number by space  
12 people  
12 people 
15 people 

This Group will use the washroom on the 2nd floor. 
We would never get to this max in all areas on the 2nd floor.  
 Group comes at staggered times and will enter through the main 
entrance Lobby.  
Exit by the fire exit at the bottom of the stairs.  



Board Room  
Sports office 
meeting Rm  

6 people 
9 people 

(an exception will be made for people that require the use of the 
elevator located in the Lobby)  
All users are tracked with their access cards at time of entry.  

Arena off ice  50 people  
Players, volunteers, 
coaches and officials  

-1 to 2 dressing rooms per team larger team will be assigned 2 when 
possible. When over 11 people players are to leave mask on until 
they put on their helmet.  
-each dressing room has a washroom and had washing sink.    

Arena Ice Surface   50 people  
Players, volunteers, 
coaches and officials  

Group will move from a dressing room to the ice and back to the 
same dressing room as indicated above. Rooms will be cleaned and 
disinfected between each group.  Only one group will be in the 
common areas at a time.  
-for groups volunteers to tie skates they must stay with the on ice 
group and watch from the designated area in top right of the arena 
entrance.   

Arena Seating  Two cohorts of 50 
People total 100  

-All spectators will enter the building through the front door after 
the group has moved on to the ice.  
-these groups will use the public washrooms in the arena area and 
lobby.  
-this group will seat in the stands unless they are in a wheelchair or 
unable to climb stairs. (Then they will sit in designated wheelchair 
seating along the boards behind on ice goalie).  
-All spectators will contact traced by the on ice user group upon 
entrance and expected to remain in the arena area.  
- All spectators will be expected to clean their seat prior to and after 
use with cleaner provided by the APM Centre.  
-every 2nd row of seats will be used for seating and spectators will be 
expected to leave 3 empty seats between family cohorts.  

Refs Room  
First aid Room  

5 people  
4 people  
 

Officials using these rooms will be responsible to clean prior to and 
follow use of the area.  Both areas have a hand washing area.  First 
Aid Room users will use the lobby public washroom. Any people 
going on with a two group in a row will be expected to maintain 6ft 
distance or they must wear a non-medical mask.  

 
 

2. Policy for Exclusion of Employees Requiring Self-Isolation 

 Prior to beginning work each day, every employee must sign and date the designated form with the following 
statement: will be set up for staff at each work station.  

“I declare by signing this sheet/form that I have not been outside of the bubble for PEI within the last 14 days and 
am not required to self-isolate.” 

3. Illness/Exclusion Policy 
 

Prior to beginning work each day, every employee must sign and date the designated form with the following 
statement:  

“I declare by signing this sheet/form that I have not been  self-monitor for symptoms and will report any 

symptoms of Covid -19 or possible exposure to the General Manager or designate immediately “.    



The following procedure should be followed if any change in your condition.  

 Any staff member developing symptoms of COVID-19 at work must immediately perform hand hygiene, report 
to manager, avoid contact with staff and leave as soon as it is safe to do so. Call 811 to arrange testing for Covid-
19. 

 Symptomatic staff will be required to self-isolate until tested for COVID-19 and the results are confirmed. 

 If the test results are negative for COVID-19 but the staff member remains ill and/or symptomatic, they should 
remain on sick leave. 

Symptoms of COVID-19 include: 

 cough (new or exacerbated chronic) 

 headache 

 fever/chills 

 sore throat 

 marked fatigue 

 sneezing 

 congestion 

 body aches 

 runny nose 
 

4. Enhanced Cleaning and Disinfection of Shared Areas and Surfaces 

Cleaning products will remove visible soil and/or dirt from surfaces.  Disinfecting products are used to destroy 
bacteria and viruses. Detailed Cleaning check list will be maintained by the on duty staff to ensure cleaning cycle is 
maintained.  

Cleaning product Spick and Span (Non-Food Areas)  

Mixing instructions 14 parts water to 1 part solution (mixed in spray bottles)  

Cleaning Product  Dish Soap and Water (Canteen Area) 

Mixing instructions One teaspoon per sink full of water or bucket 

  

Disinfecting product Bleach (This is used by staff) 

Mixing instructions Mixed at 200 PPM tested with test stipes. (For tables, benches and 
tough surfaces, Weight room and Washrooms areas) 

Disinfecting product Diversey Surface Sanitizer (Quats) used by fitness members and 
food service area.  

Mixing instructions Mixed at 200 PPM tested with test strips.  
Bottles are filled from a pre dose container.  

 

Cleaning – Location Frequency  Disinfecting - Location Frequency 

floors Daily  POS terminal after each use 

Canteen area   End of each shift   Cash Register Normally 1 

staff on shift.   

Start of Shift 

End of Shift  

User Change  

Weight Room  Daily  Weight equipment and 

Touch Surfaces  

2 X daily 

Washrooms Lobby Daily   Washrooms Lobby Touch 

Surfaces  

2 X daily 



Locker rooms Lobby Daily   Locker rooms Touch 

Surfaces 

2 X daily 

Washrooms 2nd Floor Daily   Washrooms 2nd Floor Touch 

Surfaces 

2 X daily 

Shoe changing area Daily  Shoe Changing area Chairs  2 X daily 

Hand rale to 2nd Floor  Daily  Hand rail to 2nd Floor  2 X daily 

Walking Track Hand Rail  Daily  Walking Track Hand Rail  2 X daily 

Door Handles  Daily  Door Handles  2 X daily 

Tables and counters  Daily  Tables and counters  2 X daily 

Arena Dressing rooms Daily  Light Switches (most on 
motion sensors.)  

2 X daily 

Arena Washroom  Daily   Arena Washrooms  2 X daily 

Arena Stands  Daily   Arena Locker Room  After each 
user  

   Arena Benches  After each use 

 

5. Hand Washing /Sanitizer Stations  

 

We all have to do our part to prevent the spread of illness.  We know that practicing good hygiene is an essential part of 
preventing the spread of COVID-19.  To protect yourself and others from getting sick, take the following precautions: 

 wash your hands often (in addition to routine times such as after using the washroom, before eating, when 
handling food for the public), 

 cough/sneeze into your elbow or tissue and throw away, 

 avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with your hands, 

 use alcohol-based hand sanitizer if soap and water are not readily available. 
 

Hand Washing Stations Location 

Staff 

-Hand wash Zamboni room 
-Hand wash Canteen  
-Hand wash public washroom  
-Hand wash Kitchen  

Public 

-Hand wash public washroom lobby (No Doors)  
-Hand wash Locker rooms (No doors) 
-Hand wash 2nd Floor Washrooms  
-Hand wash all 6 Arena Dressing rooms  
-Hand wash public washroom in the Arena 

  

Hand Sanitizer Stations Location 

Staff 

Arena inside the main door 
Reception counter in Lobby 
Weight room, (one station in both rooms) 
Walking track,  
Hallway to Gymnasium,  
Inside membership sales area (Canteen) 
Zamboni room  
GM Office  

Public Arena inside the main door 



Reception counter in Lobby 
Entrance to the stairs to weight room 
Weight room, (one station in both rooms) 
Walking track,  
Hallway to Gymnasium,  
Arena stands section 1 to 3  
Arena stands section 4 to 6  

 
 
Note: This template has been developed as a guide to help businesses develop a COVID-19 specific operational plan as 
required under the Public Health Order issued on May 1, 2020. It encompasses the criteria that must be part of the 
required plan.  This template may be adopted by many simple businesses, but is not intended to fit all operations.  
Industries and associations are encouraged and expected to develop plans relevant to their industry.  Those may be 
submitted to envhealth@ihis.org for review.  All businesses must maintain a copy of their plan on site for an inspector to 
review at any time the business is in operation.   

mailto:envhealth@ihis.org

